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Game Advisor is a mobile expert app used to get in 1-on-1 contact with 
gaming experts. The app is designed for gamers who are interested in 
finding tailored help on their gaming problems.

Background

Goals

The goal of this study is to assess the learnability for new users 
interacting with the expert application for the first time on mobile. I would 
like to observe and measure if users understand the app, its value, and 
how to complete basic initial functions such as logging in and searching 
for and navigating to a desired gaming expert, as well as starting the first 
1-on-1 call session.

Test Objectives

● Observe how users navigate and find information about gaming experts 
from the homepage. Can they successfully find what they’re looking for?
● Determine if participants understand what the app is about quickly and 
easily and the value it provides. 



The study was hold online and was conducted as moderated, remote 
tests. The test included a short briefing, task performance with Game 
Advisor conducted on a desktop, but in mobile view, and a debriefing.

Methodology

Participants

The study tested 6 participants who were recruited through Social 
Media/Slack to participate in the study. They were screened for basic 
demographic information to ensure they fit with the user personas of 
Game Advisor.

Sessions

Usability test sessions took place between october 22nd and 24th at the 
participants’ places of work or on their home computer. Participants 
individually engaged in 20-25 minute usability test sessions. After every 
session the participants filled out a short satisfaction questionnaire.



Suggested Change: Bigger font size and better images

Evidence: Participant was asking for bigger informational text before the 
images. Also images could be more appropriate to the info texts, to make 
features more clear to users.

Issue 1: Onboarding images and text size are too small (high)

Before After



Suggested Change: Add “Register” on button instead of “Continue”

Evidence: Participant was not sure, if it’s the register or login page at first.

Issue 2: Register page needs “Register” on it (medium)

Before After



Suggested Change: Using icons which are more clear to the user.

Evidence: Participant was asking if its “Likes”, “Comments” or “Reviews”

Issue 3: Package page icons are not clear (medium)

Before After



Suggested Change: Adding Information and Price to Package pages

Evidence: Participant didn’t knew the price when starting to book the 
session.

Issue 4: Package page missing price & information(high)

Before After



Suggested Change: Changing the arrangement of the buttons could help users 
on this screen clicking on the “Accept” button.

Evidence: Most participants would have clicked on accept on the right button, but 
it was the one to decline. After conducting preference tests, I found out that the 
top-to-bottom version of the button arrangement would be the best fit here.

Issue 5: Booking Accept Button not clear (high)

Before After



I see these five issues as major pain points of the participants and future 
users. I hope I could solve these issues through an iteration of my 
prototype, including the findings from my reference tests for the “Accept” 
popup and onboarding. After this iteration I can repeat tests to obtain new 
data on the found issues.

Conclusion

Preference Tests

I have conducted three preference tests on different screens with 10-15 
participants each to determine if a specific button or image would fit better 
into the design. On the next pages you will find some results from these 
tests.



In my first test I tried to find out if users would click on an “Accept” button 
if it is on the left or right side. It turned out that most users will click on the 
right side. 

Test 1

Option A
29%

Option B
71%



Then I made one test to see if users would prefer another design over the 
one with the button on the right side. It turned out that most users would 
prefer the version with the “Accept” button on top instead of right side.

Test 2

Option A
18%

Option B
82%



My last test should show if users will prefer one image over another on one of 
the onboarding screens. Also the “Next” button has no border on the second 
image. It turned out that people prefer the first one, as it has no persons, but 
minions on it, so it’s more generalised. The answer from one participant was, 
that maybe some people wouldn’t identify themselves with this person. And the 
“Next” button is more present with the border.

Test 3

Option A
73%

Option B
27%


